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There is no identity without memory 
 
After the milestone that was its fifth anniversary in 2018, IberoDocs - the Ibero-American Documentary Film                
Festival in Scotland - is about to deliver its sixth edition. For the first time, the festival has expanded in time as it will                        
take place over six weeks starting from April 11th until May 19th. Once again, it will embrace both Edinburgh and                    
Glasgow. 
 
Each year, the festival strives to bring its audience a diverse and rich programme touching several themes and                  
issues. This year, IberoDocs will focus on both memory and identity as it will bring forth a selection of films enriched                     
by testimonies, archive, and confessions. 
 
As part of its curated programme of documentaries, IberoDocs will present a focus on Andalusian cinema featuring                 
eight titles and three strands. As part of the first strand called “Flamenco Roots” are two films dealing with both the                     
legacy and the fascination for the legendary flamenco singer Camarón de la Isla. Camarón, Flamenco and                
Revolution, is an entertaining voyage to discover the man behind the myth and to remember his fascinating story.                  
On the other hand, the multi-awarded The Legend of Time blends fiction with documentary to tell the stories of two                    
people connected to the native island of Camarón. Finally, to connect all the dots, IberoDocs is proud to bring to                    
Edinburgh for the first time an exclusive gig of star artist Kiko Veneno, who collaborated with Camarón on the                   
album La Leyenda del Tempo. 
 
The second strand of the sixth edition of the festival is a special on filmmaker Jesús Armesto presenting two of his                     
films, the timely The Burghers of Calais, the Last Border about the life in a refugee camp as seen through the eyes                      
of a translator living nearby, and The Keys to Memory, a work that reflects on the importance of memory and the                     
need to undig hidden bits of history.  
 
The last strand, “Dialogue About Spanish Transition”, brings two films face to face: 23 Shots by the Andalusian                  
Jorge Laplace, which investigates the death of García Caparrós during a demonstration for the autonomy of                
Andalusia on December 4th in 1997 and The Silence of Others, which brings to light the untold fight of the victims                     
of the dictatorship of General Franco. The film won the Best Documentary award at the last Goya Awards. 
 
The last films completing the programme are Solar Lands retracing the story of Nicaraguan poet Rubén Darío and                  
his journey to Andalusia looking for sunlight to heal his chronicle bronchitis, The Music and Us, a captivating poem                    
of music and images with the power to make us connect with our inner selves, and the short The Houses the                     
Remain presented in collaboration with the Edinburgh Short Film Festival. 
 
To complete our journey to the discovery of such a rich region, IberoDocs will offer a post-screening discussion with                   
Elena Blanco and May Silva, president and director of AVA (Andalusian Audiovisual Foundation). Also, director               
Jorge Laplace (23 Shots) will offer a masterclass taking place at the Scottish Storytelling Centre. 
 
As part of some parallel activities that aim to bring attendees to enjoy a full experience of the Ibero-American                   
culture, IberoDocs will offer a sherry wine tasting from Barbadillo winery.  
 
The importance of the Andalusian focus is also stressed in the words of Mar Felices, founder and director of                   
IberoDocs and Andalusian herself. “In such moments of change as the ones we are experiencing in the United                  
Kingdom, in Brazil and in Andalusia alike, IberoDocs wishes to act as a platform for those directors who aim to                    
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rescue from the past a memory that help us to heal our wounds and regain our identities. This would be the way to                       
face the future with confidence without repeating the same mistakes that has been done in the past.” 
 
 
About IberoDocs: Ibero-American Documentary Film Festival Scotland. 
 
IberoDocs is the first showcase for Ibero-American culture in Scotland, focused on documentary films by Spanish, Portuguese and                  
Latin-American filmmakers. The 6th edition of the festival will take place in Edinburgh and Glasgow from April 11th until May 19th. 


